
Preliminary Findings of Nokomis 
Area Groundwater Level Causes 

Based on Transient Version of 
Metro Model 3 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lake Nokomis stage data: 2001-March 2018.Increasing overall stage trend since July 2009.  Since 2010, the lowest annual lake stage (which typically occurs in the winter months) has been increasing.  Since 2015, the fluctuation of the lake stage has been small and has not dropped much in the winter.
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Simulated Annual Groundwater Recharge 

Nokomis Subwatershed Average of Previous 5 Years

Nokomis Watershed Metro Model 3 Annual Recharge 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Metro Model 3 (transient version to 2016) suggests that annual recharge to the water table in the Nokomis watershed has been on the increase since about 2012.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The annual recharge to the water table in south Minneapolis is about 12-14 inches per year since 2012.   That’s about 2-4 inches more than it averaged in the period 1988-2011
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In 2012 recharge was actually slightly lower than the historical average.  But in 2013 recharge increased by 30 to 45 percent over the previous average.  Perhaps more significantly, these increases were region-wide
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In 2014, recharge continued to be well above historical averages.  Upgradient (to the west) of the Nokomis watershed, some increases were over 75% of historical averages.  2015 was lower but still 30-45% above historical conditions.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Recharge in 2016 was very high, compared to historical conditions and similar to 2014.  The overall average percent change in recharge during the period 2012-2016 is shown on the right.  The average is in the 15-45% range.
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Simulated Change in Water Table 

Variable Lake Stage Fixed Lake Stage

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Metro Model 3 was used to simulate water table changes at various locations in the Nokomis watershed.  The orange line shows the change if Lake Nokomis had been maintained at its Normal stage level.  The blue line shows the simulated water table change when the fluctuations in lake Nokomis are included.  The lake elevation has about an 0.5-foot influence on the water table.
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Simulated Change in Water Table 

Variable Lake Stage Fixed Lake Stage

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is another location in the watershed, with similar results.
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Simulated Change in Water Table 

Variable Lake Stage Fixed Lake Stage

Presenter
Presentation Notes
North of Minnehaha Creek Nokomis lake levels have very little influence on water table elevations.  This is probably due to a combination of Minnehaha Creek providing some recharge vial leakage (it probably is not well connected directly the water table, except possibly for high water conditions) and possibly the effects of pumping at the golf course.



organic soils and peat typically have higher 
surface tension properties and thicker capillary 
fringes 

Where the water table is only a few feet 
below the ground surface, small (but 
long-term) changes in the water-table 
elevation can have dramatic effects 



Summary and some questions 
• the last 4-5 years have had historically high recharge conditions in 

south Minneapolis – nothing like the previous 25 years 
• historically, Nokomis stage would spike during rainfall events and 

snowmelt but drop during the winter 
• this hasn’t seem to have been the case over the last 4-5 years.  Why? 
• winter lake drops are likely very important in controlling groundwater 

elevations in the area – think of it as a giant seasonal drawdown well to 
remove built-up storage 

• Nokomis records from the Park Board give indication of when the weir is open 
and closed.  Is the weir sized correctly (and is the crest low enough) to handle 
higher amounts of groundwater inflow? 

 



Summary and some questions 
• are Mother and Taft Lakes surface expressions of the water table 

(probably)?   
• if so, they are more likely symptoms of regional increases in recharge rather 

than significant sources of water 

• are we focusing on the Nokomis area because of shallow depth to the 
water table? 

• are there other parts of south Minneapolis where similar issues may be 
occurring? 

• is there a more automated method for controlling water levels in 
Nokomis (a check-valve system)? 

• this may be the new normal (or a prelude to it) 
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